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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Reductions in bothersome
symptoms of overactive bladder (OAB) demon-
strate improvement in clinical trials, but patient
perception of meaningfulness of such

improvement is lacking. In the 12-week phase 3
EMPOWUR trial, vibegron significantly reduced
average daily number of micturitions, urgency
episodes, and urge urinary incontinence (UUI)
episodes vs placebo (P\ 0.01 each). This
analysis assessed meaningfulness of reductions
in clinical endpoints observed in EMPOWUR
using patient perception of improvement.
Methods: An anchor-based approach using
Patient Global Impression of Change (PGI-C)
applied to phase 2 data allowed predefining
phase 3 responder definitions. To confirm in
phase 3, median change from baseline at week
12 in average daily number of micturitions,
urgency episodes, and UUI episodes was gener-
ated for each PGI-C category and pooled across
treatments. Based on predefined meaningful
responder definitions, percentages of patients
achieving C 15% reduction in micturitions
(post hoc), C 50% reduction in urgency epi-
sodes (predefined), and C 75% (predefined)
and C 90% (post hoc) reduction in UUI epi-
sodes were determined for patients receiving
vibegron or placebo.
Results: Across treatments, for micturitions,
urgency episodes, and UUI episodes, median
change from baseline to week 12 increased with
greater subjective improvement based on PGI-C
scores, and median reductions pooled across
treatment groups were higher than the respon-
der definitions that patients perceived as
improved. Significantly more patients receiving
vibegron vs placebo achieved C 15% reduction
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in micturitions (56.3% vs 44.6%, respec-
tively), C 50% reduction in urgency episodes
(39.5% vs 32.8%), C 75% reduction in UUI
episodes (49.3% vs 32.8%), and C 90% reduc-
tion in UUI episodes (35.2% vs 23.5%) at week
12 (P\0.05 each).
Conclusion: Significantly more patients treated
with vibegron vs placebo in EMPOWUR
achieved meaningful reductions in micturi-
tions, urgency episodes, and UUI episodes that
were associated with patient-perceived
improvement. Results of these analyses support
the meaningfulness of reductions in clinical
endpoints observed in the 12-week EMPOWUR
trial.
Clinical Trials Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov
identifier, NCT03492281.

Keywords: Patient-reported outcome; Treat-
ment effectiveness; Urinary incontinence,
urge; Patient global impression of change

Key Summary Points

Why carry out this study?

Standard regulatory endpoints for clinical
trials of overactive bladder (OAB) typically
include reductions in frequency of
micturitions, urgency episodes, and urge
urinary incontinence (UUI) episodes to
measure improvement; however, these
endpoints do not address how meaningful
such improvements are to patients

We used an anchor-based approach to
interpret the meaningfulness of reduction
in micturitions, urgency episodes, and
UUI episodes based on Patient Global
Impression of Change (PGI-C) from the
12-week, phase 3, randomized, controlled
EMPOWUR trial of vibegron vs placebo in
patients with OAB

What was learned from study?

Across treatment groups, patients who
experienced improvement based on PGI-C
had greater reductions from baseline at
week 12 in OAB outcomes

The magnitude of improvement in OAB
outcomes associated with patient-
perceived improvement was C 15%
reduction in micturitions, C 50%
reduction in urgency episodes, and C 75%
and C 90% reduction in UUI episodes

A significantly greater percentage of
patients receiving vibegron vs placebo
achieved meaningful reductions in OAB
outcomes based on thresholds defined
using patient impression of improvement

INTRODUCTION

Overactive bladder (OAB) is characterized by
episodes of a strong, sudden urge or need to
urinate immediately (urgency), usually accom-
panied by frequency and nocturia with or
without urge urinary incontinence (UUI) [1, 2].
This common and chronic condition can have a
profound impact on patient’s lives by causing
embarrassment, impairing daily functioning
and relationships, and in some cases requiring
patients to plan their lives around accommo-
dating their symptoms [3–5]. Accordingly, OAB
has been shown to negatively affect health-
related quality of life (QoL) and contribute to
symptoms of anxiety and depression [6–8].
Among patients with OAB, the severity of OAB
symptoms is positively correlated with the
severity of anxiety and depression symptoms
[9, 10].

Goals of treatment for OAB include improv-
ing not only symptom control but also patient
QoL [2]. Standard regulatory endpoints,
including reductions in bothersome symptoms
(frequent micturitions, urgency episodes, and
UUI episodes), are typically collected and
reported in clinical trials of OAB [11–15].
Although clinical trials are increasingly includ-
ing patient-reported outcomes (PROs) to mea-
sure symptoms and impact on daily functioning
[11–14, 16, 17], it is important to individualize
goal setting with the understanding that
improvements in symptoms and QoL observed
in large clinical trials may not necessarily
translate to meaningful changes for individual
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patients. Assessing the magnitude of improve-
ment in bothersome symptoms that is consid-
ered relevant from the patient perspective
represents an important step toward establish-
ing the ability of interventions to produce
meaningful changes. For example, even small
improvements in OAB symptoms, such as
reduction in micturition frequency by one or
two episodes, may be considered meaningful by
an individual patient. Several trials of OAB
medications have incorporated responder rates
in an effort to demonstrate rates of clinically
meaningful change based on predefined end-
points [12, 14, 17–19].

Vibegron is a selective b3-adrenergic receptor
agonist approved for treatment of OAB in adults
[20]. In the 12-week, phase 3 EMPOWUR trial,
vibegron significantly reduced micturitions and
UUI episodes (coprimary endpoints), as well as
urgency episodes (key secondary endpoint), vs
placebo (P\0.01 each) [21]. Compared with
placebo, vibegron was also associated with sig-
nificantly greater improvement in PROs,
including the OAB questionnaire (OAB-q) and
Patient Global Impression scores [17]. Statisti-
cally significantly greater proportions of
patients receiving vibegron vs placebo were
classified as responders at week 12 for coping
scores and symptom bother scores based on a
10-point minimally important difference (MID)
for OAB-q subscales.

The current analysis used an anchor-based
approach to interpret the meaningfulness of
reductions in clinical trial endpoints observed
in the EMPOWUR trial and to demonstrate
treatment effects in the proportion of patients
achieving meaningful change in OAB end-
points, with the threshold predefined based on
categories of improvement on the Patient Glo-
bal Impression of Change (PGI-C).

METHODS

Study Design and Patients

Detailed methods of the EMPOWUR trial have
previously been published [21]. Briefly, the trial
consisted of a 2-week single-blind placebo run-
in period, a 12-week double-blind treatment

period, and a 4-week safety follow-up period.
Adults with OAB wet (defined as an average of
C 8.0 micturitions and C 1.0 UUI episodes per
day in the 7-day voiding diary at baseline) or
OAB dry (defined as an average of C 8 micturi-
tions, C 3.0 urgency episodes, and\1.0 UUI
episode per day in the 7-day voiding diary at
baseline) for C 3 months before the screening
visit were randomly assigned in a 5:5:4 ratio to
receive once-daily vibegron 75 mg, placebo, or
tolterodine 4 mg extended release for 12 weeks.
Patients completed 7-day diaries, which have
been previously validated [22], at baseline and
at weeks 2, 4, 8, and 12, documenting micturi-
tions, urgency, and incontinence and whether
incontinence episodes were due to urgency or
other reasons. Among other assessments,
patients completed the PGI-C at baseline and at
weeks 4, 8, and 12 [17]. The commonly used
PGI-C assesses patient perception of change
since the start of the study, scored from 1 to 7,
with lower scores indicating greater improve-
ment [23]. The EMPOWUR trial [21] was con-
ducted in accordance with International
Conference on Harmonisation guidelines for
Good Clinical Practice. The study protocol,
amendments, and written materials provided to
patients, including the informed consent form,
were approved at each study site by the local
institutional review boards, independent ethics
committees, or research ethics boards and by
the central institutional review board (IRB),
Copernicus Group IRB (Cary, North Carolina);
all patients provided written informed consent.

Determination of Clinically Meaningful
Cutoff Values

Determination of clinically meaningful cutoff
values was based on anchor-based analyses of
phase 2 trial data [24] and further confirmed
using phase 3 trial data. For the anchor-based
analyses, median change of each clinical trial
endpoint was derived for each category of
change on the PGI-C, which served as the
anchor. As supportive evidence, qualitative
patient interviews were performed in August
2017 among adult patients with OAB to identify
responder-based endpoints reflecting clinically
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meaningful improvement. The study protocol,
discussion guide, and informed consent forms
for the patient interviews were approved by
WCG IRB (Puyallup, WA). Participants were
recruited by trained medical recruiters and were
eligible for the qualitative interviews if they had
been diagnosed with OAB wet or with OAB dry
for C 3 months before screening and were able
to read and speak English. Patients were asked
to describe their OAB symptoms and identify
the most bothersome symptom, with subse-
quent questions focusing on determining
meaningful changes in OAB symptoms from the
patient perspective. Dominant themes were
compared across interviews to identify patterns
in descriptions of OAB symptoms and percep-
tions related to meaningful improvement.
Patients were then asked to estimate the num-
ber of times they typically experienced each
bothersome symptom in a 24-h period and to
describe the amount of improvement in each
symptom (either as a reduction in number of
episodes or as a relative reduction) that they
would consider meaningful enough to continue
taking a medication.

Using anchor-based methodology in phase 2
and qualitative results of patient interviews, the
following cutoff values were selected and pre-
defined in EMPOWUR as representing clinically
meaningful improvement: C 50% reduction in
urgency episodes and C 75% reduction in UUI
episodes from baseline at week 12 [21]. These
thresholds were derived by assessing the mag-
nitude of change in each OAB endpoint that
was associated with moderately to much better
responses on the PGI-C.

Statistical Analysis

The median change from baseline at week 12 in
average daily number of micturitions, urgency
episodes, and UUI episodes was generated for
four PGI-C categories (no change or worse
[consisting of much worse, moderately worse, a
little worse, no change], a little better, moder-
ately better, and much better) pooled across
treatments. The full analysis set (FAS), defined
as all randomized patients with C 1 evaluable
change from baseline measurement for

micturitions, was used for analysis of micturi-
tions and urgency episodes; the FAS for incon-
tinence (FAS-I), which included all randomized
patients with OAB wet at baseline who had C 1
evaluable change from baseline measurement
for UUI episodes, was used for analysis of UUI
episodes.

Analyses of predefined key secondary end-
points in EMPOWUR based on responder defi-
nitions described above were performed by
deriving the percentages of patients achiev-
ing C 50% reduction in urgency episodes and
C 75% reduction in UUI episodes for each
treatment group. In addition, the percentages of
patients achieving C 15% reduction in mic-
turitions (post hoc) and C 90% (post hoc)
reduction in UUI episodes were determined.
The difference in proportion between treatment
groups and corresponding 95% CIs and P values
were calculated using Cochran-Mantel-Haen-
szel (CMH) risk difference estimates stratified by
OAB type (wet vs dry; for urgency and micturi-
tions) and sex, with weights proposed by
Greenland and Robins [25]. For the post hoc
analyses (C 15% reduction in micturitions
and C 90% reduction in UUI episodes), no
adjustments for multiplicity were performed.
Nominal P values are provided for descriptive
purposes. For the predefined key secondary
endpoints, the type 1 error rate was controlled
at the 0.05 level using a stepwise gate-keeping
procedure over the coprimary and key sec-
ondary hypotheses. Multiple imputations
methods were used to estimate missing values
for the responder endpoints and to estimate the
percentage of responders for each treatment.

RESULTS

Patients

As previously reported, of 1518 patients enrol-
led in EMPOWUR and randomly assigned to
vibegron (N = 547), placebo (N = 540), or tol-
terodine (N = 431), 1463 were included in the
FAS (vibegron, N = 526; placebo, N = 520; tol-
terodine, N = 417), and 1127 were included in
the FAS-I (vibegron, N = 403; placebo, N = 405;
tolterodine, N = 319) [21]. In the overall FAS
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population, 85% of patients were women, 78%
were white, and 43% were C 65 years old
(Table 1). At baseline, patients in the FAS had a
median (interquartile range [IQR]) of 10.6
(9.1–12.9) micturitions and 7.9 (4.7–10.6)
urgency episodes per day on average, and those
in the FAS-I had a median (IQR) of 2.6 (1.6–4.4)
UUI episodes per day on average.

Outcomes

For each endpoint (micturitions, urgency epi-
sodes, and UUI episodes), the median change
from baseline to week 12 increased with greater
subjective improvement on PGI-C scores. Across
treatment groups, patients reporting moder-
ately better for PGI-C had a median percentage
reduction from baseline in micturitions of
18.2% (i.e., C 15%; Fig. 1A; Supplementary

Table 1). A statistically significantly greater
percentage of patients receiving vibegron
(56.3%) vs placebo (44.6%) achieved C 15%
reduction from baseline (corresponding to PGI-
C of moderately better) in micturitions (CMH
difference [95% CI], 11.8 [5.7–17.9]; nominal
P\ 0.001; Fig. 1B). A statistically significantly
greater percentage of patients receiving tolter-
odine (53.2%) vs placebo achieved C 15%
reduction from baseline in micturitions (CMH
difference [95% CI], 8.8 [2.3–15.3]; nominal
P\ 0.01; Fig. 1B).

Overall, patients reporting moderately or
much better for PGI-C had a median percentage
reduction from baseline in urgency episodes of
35.0% or 60.9% (i.e., C 50%; Fig. 2A; Supple-
mentary Table 1), respectively. Statistically sig-
nificantly more patients receiving vibegron
(39.5%) vs placebo (32.8%) achieved C 50%
reduction from baseline (corresponding to PGI-C

Table 1 Demographics and baseline clinical characteristics (FAS)

Characteristic Placebo
(N = 520)

Vibegron
(N = 526)

Tolterodine
(N = 417)

Overall
(N = 1463)

Mean (SD) age, years 59.9 (13.3) 60.8 (13.3) 59.8 (13.2) 60.2 (13.28)

Women, n (%) 445 (85.6) 449 (85.4) 352 (84.4) 1246 (85.2)

OAB type, n (%)

Wet 405 (77.9) 403 (76.6) 319 (76.5) 1127 (77.0)

Dry 115 (22.1) 123 (23.4) 98 (23.5) 336 (23.0)

Median (IQR) micturitions per daya 10.4 (9.2–13.1) 10.4 (9.0–12.6) 10.7 (9.1–12.9) 10.6 (9.1–12.9)

Median (IQR) urgency episodes per

daya
8.0 (4.6–10.5) 7.8 (4.6–10.7) 8.0 (4.9–10.3) 7.9 (4.7–10.6)

Median (IQR) UUI episodes per

daya,b
2.5 (1.6–4.4) 2.6 (1.6–4.1) 2.4 (1.7–4.6) 2.6 (1.6–4.4)

Median (range) PGI-Cc 4.0 (1.0–7.0) 4.0 (1.0–7.0) 4.0 (1.0–7.0) 4.0 (1.0–7.0)

All randomized patients who took C 1 dose of double-blind study treatment and had C 1 evaluable change from baseline
micturition measurement
FAS full analysis set, FAS-I FAS for incontinence, IQR interquartile range, OAB overactive bladder, PGI-C Patient Global
Impression of Change, UUI urge urinary incontinence
aDefined as the average daily number of episodes derived from the 7-day voiding diary
bAnalyzed in the FAS-I, which included all randomized patients who took C 1 dose of double-blind study treatment and
had C 1 evaluable change from baseline measurement for UUI episodes. Placebo, N = 405; vibegron, N = 403; tolter-
odine, N = 319
cPlacebo, N = 519; vibegron, N = 525; tolterodine, N = 417
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of much better) in urgency episodes (CMH dif-
ference [95% CI], 6.8 [0.9–12.7]; P\ 0.05;
Fig. 2B). No significant differences were seen in
the percentage of patients achieving C 50%
reduction from baseline in urgency episodes
between tolterodine (36.4%) and placebo (CMH
difference [95% CI], 3.7 [–2.5 to 10.0]; P[ 0.05;
Fig. 2B).

Patients reporting moderately or much bet-
ter for PGI-C had a median percentage reduc-
tion from baseline in UUI episodes of 64.5% or
93.2% (i.e., C 75% and C 90%; Fig. 3A; Supple-
mentary Table 1), respectively. Similar to the
statistically significantly greater percentage of
patients experiencing a C 75% reduction in
UUI episodes with vibegron vs placebo reported

in EMPOWUR (49.3% vs 32.8%, respectively;
CMH difference [95% CI], 16.5 [9.7–23.4];
P\ 0.0001), statistically significantly more
patients receiving vibegron vs placebo experi-
enced a C 90% reduction from baseline (corre-
sponding to PGI-C of much better) in UUI
episodes (35.2% vs 23.5%, respectively; CMH
difference [95% CI], 11.7 [5.2–18.1]; nominal
P\ 0.001; Fig. 3B). Statistically significantly
more patients receiving tolterodine (30.6%) vs
placebo experienced a C 90% reduction from
baseline in UUI episodes (CMH difference [95%
CI], 7.1 [0.3–13.8]; nominal P\0.05; Fig. 3B).

Fig. 1 A Median (median percentage) change from
baseline at week 12 in mean daily number of micturitions
by PGI-C and B percentage of patients achieving C 15%
reduction from baseline in mean daily number of
micturitions. PGI-C Patient Global Impression of Change

Fig. 2 A Median (median percentage) change from
baseline at week 12 in mean daily number of urgency
episodes by PGI-C and B percentage of patients achiev-
ing C 50% reduction from baseline in mean daily number
of urgency episodes. PGI-C Patient Global Impression of
Change
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Supportive Patient Interviews

Qualitative patient interviews were conducted
among 11 patients (8 with OAB wet and 3 with
OAB dry; 8 female/3 male; mean age, 50.2 years;
8 white). Symptoms of OAB considered most
bothersome included urinary frequency,
urgency, and leakage. All 11 patients indicated
that a 25 to 50% reduction in total number of
micturitions would represent important
improvement; 9 of 11 reported that a 50%
reduction in urgency episodes would be an
important improvement, with an additional
patient saying that a reduction of this magni-
tude ‘‘may’’ be meaningful. Of the eight patients
with OAB wet, six indicated that they would
find a 70% reduction in UUI episodes to be a
meaningful improvement. Additionally,
patients agreed that each one-category shift in
PGI questions would represent meaningful
improvement; this degree of change is further
supported by correlations between Patient Glo-
bal Impression of Improvement (corresponding
to PGI-C) scores and health-related QoL out-
comes [23].

DISCUSSION

In the phase 3 EMPOWUR trial, vibegron 75 mg
demonstrated consistent mean improvements
across clinically relevant OAB symptoms,
including micturition frequency, urgency epi-
sodes, and UUI episodes compared with placebo
[21]. The clinical relevance of these improve-
ments is supported by significant changes in
PROs with vibegron vs placebo, including
improvements in the OAB-q subscales and PGI-
C [17].

In response to a regulatory request, the cur-
rent analyses were performed to provide vali-
dation for the clinical meaningfulness of co-
primary and key secondary efficacy endpoints
from the EMPOWUR trial. Associations between
median percentage changes in frequency of
average daily micturitions, urgency episodes,
and UUI episodes and PGI-C categories were
moderate to strong, further supporting use of
the PGI-C in deriving responder definitions
[26]. Notably, the cutoff values used were

comparable to or greater than those identified
as representing minimally important differ-
ences in an analysis that employed anchor- and
distribution-based methods using data from the
phase 2, 8-week, randomized, placebo- and
active-controlled trial [27]. These responder
definitions derived from the phase 2 trial
allowed prespecifying phase 3 responder defi-
nitions in EMPOWUR. In the current analysis,
significantly more patients receiving vibegron
vs placebo in EMPOWUR achieved meaningful
reductions in micturitions, urgency episodes,
and UUI episodes that were associated with

Fig. 3 A Median (median percentage) change from
baseline at week 12 in mean daily number of UUI
episodes by PGI-C and B percentage of patients achieving
a C 75% reduction and a C 90% reduction from baseline
in mean daily number of UUI episodes. PGI-C Patient
Global Impression of Change, UUI urge urinary
incontinence
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patient-perceived improvement according to
PGI-C. Results of this analysis are strongly sup-
portive of the clinical meaningfulness of the co-
primary and key secondary endpoint results
from the EMPOWUR trial. In addition, qualita-
tive interview results identified micturition fre-
quency, urgency, and leakage as the most
bothersome symptoms, providing further sup-
port for the content validity of the patient
voiding diary and efficacy endpoints used in the
phase 3 EMPOWUR trial of vibegron in patients
with OAB [21]. In addition, such interviews
supported the responder definitions for UUI
and urgency episodes that were prespecified in
EMPOWUR as key secondary endpoints.

Clinical trials of OAB have evaluated clinical
meaningfulness of interventions using a variety
of approaches. Demonstration of statistically
significant effects on PROs—including measures
of QoL, patient satisfaction with treatment, and
patient perception of improvement—reflect
treatment benefits in relation to outcomes of
importance from the patient perspective
[11, 13, 14, 17]. Anchor- and distribution-based
methods can be used to determine thresholds
for responder analyses to demonstrate clinically
meaningful improvement in PROs or objective
measures [17–19, 28, 29]. Previous studies have
reported responder rates based on percentage
changes in urgency episodes and/or inconti-
nence episodes [12, 14, 21]. Notably, a pooled
analysis of three randomized, placebo-
controlled trials of darifenacin in adults with
OAB reported responder rates for a C 50%
reduction in urgency episodes (31–34%) and a
C 90% reduction in incontinence episodes
(27–28%) with darifenacin [12]; corresponding
placebo rates were lower in the darifenacin
analyses (23–24% and 17%, respectively),
resulting in similar treatment differences vs
placebo. The current analysis adds to the liter-
ature by identifying cutoff values that are asso-
ciated with patient perception of meaningful
improvement and by demonstrating a signifi-
cant drug effect based on these cutoff values.

Correlations between OAB symptoms and
PROs support the use of PROs as a measure of
treatment efficacy and provide an indication of
the degree to which improvements in OAB
symptoms may predict improvements in

patient perceptions and health-related QoL.
Analyses of data from several clinical trials of
anticholinergics demonstrated that improve-
ments in OAB symptoms over 12 weeks of
treatment were significantly correlated with
improvements in Patient Perception of Bladder
Condition (PPBC) as well as with improvements
in health-related QoL [18, 30–33]. Correlation
sizes were typically moderate for PPBC and
small to moderate for health-related QoL
domains.

Patient satisfaction is often driven by patient
expectations and by whether the benefits of
treatment meet patient goals [34]. Goal setting
is an individualized process that addresses the
ways in which a health condition affects the
patient’s daily life. Patient goals may refer to
improvement in symptoms (e.g., reducing noc-
turia or urgency), although specific goals may
also be stated in relation to activities (e.g.,
improving sleep quality, being able to walk the
dog without needing the toilet) [4, 34, 35].
Studies have demonstrated statistically signifi-
cant correlations between goal achievement
and patient satisfaction as well as between goal
achievement and both patient perception of
treatment benefit and health-related QoL
among patients with OAB receiving anti-
cholinergic therapy [35, 36]. Although it is rea-
sonable to expect that the significantly higher
response rates achieved with vibegron vs pla-
cebo in the current analysis would translate to
greater levels of goal attainment and patient
satisfaction, further research is warranted.

Placebo-controlled trials are critical to inter-
pretation of OAB treatment effects because of
the typically strong placebo and learning effects
in clinical trials. In a meta-analysis of 57 ran-
domized, placebo-controlled trials investigating
oral pharmacotherapy for OAB, placebo was
associated with statistically significant
improvements from baseline in mean [95% CI]
daily numbers of micturitions (-0.45 [-0.51 to
-0.40]; P\0.001), urgency episodes (-0.50
[-0.62 to -0.40]; P\ 0.001), and UUI episodes
(-0.46 [-0.55 to -0.38]; P\0.001) [37]. The
authors noted several potential factors under-
lying the placebo response including the use of
voiding diaries, which may be a form of
behavioral therapy; contextual factors; a
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psychological response to being in a perceived
therapeutic situation; effects of information
provided to patients during studies; and the
dynamic nature of OAB [37]. Assessing eligibil-
ity after patients have completed the voiding
diary at screening and during the placebo run-
in period, as was done in the EMPOWUR trial, is
important to reduce the potential placebo effect
associated with maintaining a voiding diary.
However, additional factors may contribute to
the placebo effect, and it is notable that
approximately 24 to 45% of patients receiving
placebo in this analysis were classified as
responders based on the various cutoff criteria.

Key limitations of the current analysis are
that it did not separately analyze patients with
OAB wet vs OAB dry. These analyses were not
powered to detect statistical significance; sample
size calculations were based on the coprimary
endpoints. Additionally, the findings represent
results from clinical trials, which may not be
generalizable to real-world settings where the
population is more heterogenous and where
lifestyle factors may affect patient perceptions
of improvement.

CONCLUSIONS

Although OAB is highly prevalent among
adults, large clinical studies often neglect to
report patient perception of meaningfulness of
symptomatic improvement. Results of these
analyses support the clinical meaningfulness of
the reductions in clinical endpoints observed in
the 12-week EMPOWUR trial; significantly more
patients treated with vibegron vs placebo
achieved meaningful reductions in micturi-
tions, urgency episodes, and UUI episodes that
were associated with patient-perceived
improvement, suggesting that such statistically
significant improvements are indeed meaning-
ful to patients. Clinically meaningful improve-
ments in bothersome symptoms of OAB would
be expected to help both the provider and
patient achieve treatment goals and contribute
to greater patient satisfaction and treatment
persistence. Vibegron therefore represents an
important new treatment option with mean-
ingful clinical benefit for patients with OAB.
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